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Welcome to the newly added 2021 meet being held at Malcolm. We look forward to hosting this tournament and 

ask for your cooperation with the COVID practices we have in place. Masks will be worn everywhere in the 

school, except by those wrestlers competing. Please note the room assignments, and the eating rules for everyone 

in the building.    

 

If we are found to be violating the COVID protocols we have submitted to the Lincoln-Lancaster County Health 

Department, the meet will come to a stop while the situation is addressed. As a Lancaster County School, Malcolm 

Schools must follow the directives of LLCHD. Malcolm Schools can have athletics shut down if any of our guests 

are in violation of the protocols as well. Protocols have been attached to the email that this information arrived in.  

 

WHAT:  MALCOLM WRESTLING ADDED DATE 

 

WHEN:   Saturday, January 16, 2021 

 

ENTRY FEE:  $150.00 

 

STARTING TIME:  9:30 a.m. 

 

WEIGH- INS:  8:00 a.m. we will start the seeding meeting as soon as weigh-in is complete.   

 

SEEDING MTG:  Following weight ins in the FCS room that will be used as the hospitality room. Seeding is 

based on record.  

 

OFFICIALS:              

 

ADMISSION: Currently LLCHD is allowing 2 spectators per participant. 

Adults-$6.00 

Students- $5.00 

 

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:   

Conestoga, Fairbury, Shelby-Rising City, Tekamah-Herman, and Malcolm 

 

AWARDS:  

Due to this being an added meet there will be no awards.  

 

HOSPITALITY ROOM:  

A hospitality room with a small meal will be available for coaches, school officials, referees and workers.  Please 

be sure no wrestlers or managers are in the hospitality room.  

  

CONCESSIONS:   No concessions due to the health directive from LLCHD. Food is NOT permitted in the gym 

by anyone. 

 



MEDICAL PERSONAL:  

Malcolm’s Volunteer Fire Department will be stationed on the north end of the field with EMT’s on duty, they will 

only enter the field at the request of the trainer or head coach.  For varsity games, usually Nebraska Sports 

Orthopedic will have a sports trainer at the field.  Dave Schultz or this representative usually sticks around and 

visits both locker rooms after the game to check on any injuries. 

 

TEAM ROOM ASSINGMENTS: To allow for fans to be in the gym and allow for social distancing, we will 

assign each wrestling team a classroom. The classroom will allow your wrestlers a place to eat. Food is NOT 

permitted in the gym or outside the classrooms. It is important that when eating, wrestlers social distance.  

 

Dallas Sweet, Activities Director 


